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1. Create database of prospects.
If you're a premium member of my network, you'll have the 
opportunity to have a highly targeted database created for you. 

Otherwise, there are services like Onylitics and other software 
programs that can find, filter and sort the perfect prospects.

2. Create database of influencers.
There are several databases of the most influential people in the 
biggest business friendly networks in the Members Only Resource 
page of my network. Or you can hire a data mining company find and 
compile a database of the top influencers on Linkedin, Instagram and 
Twitter.

3. Reach out to potential clients.
This part can be automated with software.
Use this simple Outreach script for potential clients;

Subject: Influencers

Message:

Hi, [NAME],
It looks like we both love [BLANK] and have [BLANK] in common.
So, I'd like to do something for you that I think you'll appreciate.
What do you have that you'd like to promote?
If we leverage my network of social influencers and media 
connections with some little incentives, I bet we could get some 
eyeballs on whatever you'd like.
Just let me know what you've got and I'll get back to you with a 
proposition.
Here's a link to a short form if you'd like to expedite your promo 
campaign process. [Link]

Stay blessed,
Alvin



Here is the flow from your link to the form page. 

Link to page> Page Content; Short text to give confidence and trust.
"Perfect-Pitch" formula video. I also provide tutorials on how to 
produce these videos in the premium resources page. We can also 
produce them for you for a fee.

[Google Doc Form]/Web Form/

Form Questions;

Who are you helping?
What problem or desire do they have?
How do you solve this?
What makes your solution unique?
What trouble will your solution help them avoid?
What is the next step you'd like them to take?
When you get a reply or form fill, call and to get details.

Have form also capture contact details and send them to you when 
submitted. Contact immediately when you see it come through.

Add Calendar appointment link or form also.

4. Reach out to social influencers.
Outreach script to social influencers;

Hi, [NAME],
It looks like we both love [BLANK] and have [BLANK] in common.
So, I'd like to share a little perk/gift/[promotion] with your followers 
that I think they'll love you for.
Take a look and let me know if it's a good fit and what you want for 
sharing.
I'm thinking a free stay at a Mayan Palace Beach Front Resort for 5 
days for 2 plus 2 kids if you like...

Stay blessed,
Alvin



5. Negotiate a deal with influencer.
They may rather just have cash. But other incentives are always a 
potential. Maybe one of our lists of super social influencers will do it...

6. Make deal with potential client.
Call back with a proposal. Highlight the Influencers reach and 
potential response. Since it is their first experience, assure them it 
will be a test campaign to see if their offer converts. No Guarantees.
Collect a deposit to cover all the influencers fee plus yours.

7. Provide ad creative, offer copy and payment to influencer.
Also setup a Rebrandly link to give to the influencer. Come up with a 
good image, sales pitch and the payment. Have them promote it for 
just 2 hours. Get insights from ad campaign. Track clicks with 
Rebrandly link to the offer page. Be sure to track optins and 
conversions for ROI.

8. Make backend offers to increase promotional portfolio.
Backend offers are different forms of promotions, different channels 
and different methods. They can be anything from video creation to 
Google Business listing optimization. What ever it seems would 
benefit the client the most at the time.

9. Ask for referrals, recommendations and reviews.
Offer referral incentives like a set percentage, a free month of 
campaigns, a free vacation stay, extra services to encourage clients to
share your services. 

10. Track results, optimize, automate, Rinse and repeat.
With a simple lead and sales funnel and pixel tracking and email 
capture system, you can prove the effectiveness of any campaign.

If you need help setting this up, just reach out:
alvin@legacybusiness.net
https://www.linkedin.com/in/alvincurren/
4O5-698-459l
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